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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF BASE PRESSURE ON
BLUNT-TRAILING-EDGE WINGS AT

SUPERSONIC VELOCITIES ‘

By DEAN R. CEAPM.W, lVII.LIAM R. WIMBBOW, and ROBERT H. KESTEE

SUMMARY

Meawrement~ of ha-se prewwre are presented jor W blunt-
trailing+dge wings huring an a~pect ralio of 3.0 and cariow
aigtx”l projile8. The different profiles comprised thicknew
ratios between O.OJ and 0.10, hoattail ang[e~ between —AT’
and 20°, and ratio8 of trailing-edge thickne8s to airfoil thicknes8
between 0.2 and 1.0. The tests were conducted at Mach number8
(~ 125, 1.5, $.0, and 3.1. For each ...fach number, the Reynoid8
number and angle of attackwere mied, The lmce+dReynolds
number investigated uxM 03 X 1P and the highad was 3.5 X 1(P.
.Uea.wrement8 on each uing were obtained ~eparately with
turbulent flow and Luninar @no in the boundary layer. Span-
wi~e mrreys of the base pressure were conducted on sereral
u*ing*.

The rad?a ui.th turbulent bounday4ayer jlow 8hWed only
wall e.fect8 on ba8e pressure of uwiuiions in Reynold8 number,
airfoil pro~le shape, boattail angle, and angle of attach-. The
principal twiable ajecting the baae pre8eure jor turbulent Jow
vw the Mach number. At the high.wi Mach number inreA-
gated (3.1), the ratio of boundary-hqw th~knew to trailing-
e(ige thickne88 ako afected the base pressure significantly.

The redt.s obtained with laminar hmdary-fayer JOE to
the trailing edge showed that the effect. of Reyno[de number on
ba+v pre~%ure Wz3 iarge. In all but a fe~ exceptional ca8e8
the t#ect8 on base pressure of m-iations in angle of attack and
in pro$[e shape upstream of tb base were appretible though
not large. The prinm.pal oariable a~ecting the base pre8mre

Jw luminar JOW was tb ratio of boundaydayer thuknes8 to
trailing-edge thiekrtew+.

F,,r a few exceptional ca8es inrolning laminar Jow to the
trailing edge, the e$ects on bme pre8mre of rariation8 in pro$le
d.ape, boaituil angle, and angle of atiack uwe found to be
unueual[y [urge. In mch cases the miution of he pre8wire
with ang[e of atiack wm discontinuous and exhibited a h.yster-
twi~. Stroboscopic schlieren ob8ermt’iWL8 at a Mach number
tLf 1.6 indicated that these appare nt[y 8pecial phenomena uwr~
a.wwciated with a rortex trail of relatively high frequeney.

INTRODUCTION

In comparison to the numerous base pressure investiga-
tions conducted in the past on bodies of revolution, there
have been relatively few such investigations conducted on
twodimensional airfoik Some measurements of base pres-
sure on vredge+ype profdes have been reported in references

Iauw8Weah-ACA Th- MU, “Ex.srbnentd In=srigsthn d Bzse Pre=ure on Blumc-
lkgUlng.Edge lVLngs at SupersonicVekwitk” by Dean E. CbsprruU WIJlfsm R. Wfm.
brow, and EcMrt H. Keater. 1’352.

2724*54 .__~8

1, 2, and 3. These exist~~ data, however, are inadequate
for engineering purposes. Without considerable expwi-
mentrd information on base pre.wme, the base drag cannot
be estimated for a given airfoil profde at given flight con-
ditions.

Recently interest has developed in bhmt-trailing-edge air-
foils because of certain structural and aerod~amic advan-
tages at high flight velocities. In particular, it has been
found that. tit supersonic velocities a properly designed
blut-trailkyg-edge airfoil can have less drag and a greater
Iift-curve slope than a sharp-traihng-edge airfoiI havkg the
same strength or stifhwss. A method of determining the
airfoil profiIe having the Ieast possible pre=ure drag has
been developed in reference 4, bu~ this method requires a

knowledge of the base pressure for any given set of design
lIight conditions. Siice the available base pressure data we
meager, the purpose of the present instigation was to obtain
information on the effects of Mach number, ReynoIds num-
ber, type of boundary-Iayer flow-,and a.irfoiIprofile shape on
the base pressure of blunt-trailing-edge -wings. Quantitative
information on these effects is particulady important at low
and moderate supersonic ~elocities because the base drag at
these -reIocit.iescan contrl%ute the major portion of the total
profile drag. The base drag of a $percent-thkk wedge air-
foiI at a Mach number of 1.5, for example, amounts to
approximately thre+fourths of the totaI profiIe drag.

NOTATION
airfoil chord
Tortes frequency
traiIiug-edge thickness
static pressure
Mach number
Reynolds number
maximum airfoiI thickness
-reIocity
angle of attack
boattail angle
boundary-layer thickness
trailing+dge beveI angle, measured between traiHng-

edge pIane and plane normal to chord
SUBSCRIPTS

base
free stream

SPECIAL NOTATION

rounded ridge lines when added either after the identifi-
cation number of a wing or after a symboI in a figure
legend
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APPARATUS AND TEST METHODS

WIND TUNNEM

The experimental investigation was conducted in the
Ames 1- by 3-foot supw-sonicwind tunncls No, 1 rmd No. 2.
The h’o. 1 wind tunnel is of thu closed-circuit, continuous-
operation typo and is oquippwl with a flexiblo-plnte nozzle
that provides a vmiation of Mach uumbcr from 1.2 to 2.2.
The total pressure in the tunnel can be varied to provido
Reynolds numbers from 0.2 to 1.7 million based on tho
3-iich chord of the models omploycd in this investigation.
The No. 2 wind tunnel is of thti nonreturn, intermitt.ont-
operation type and is also cquippwl with a flexible-plate
nozzle that provides a variation of Mach number from
about 1.2 to 3.8. The roscrvoir pressure can he varied to
provide a variation in Reynolds number.

Tho water content of the air in both the 1- by 3-foot
wind tunnels is maintained at loss than 0.0003 pound of
water per pound of dry air; consequently, the oflcct of
humidity on the flow is negligible.

MODELS

Fifty-fivo wings with rectangular plan forms and blunL
traiIing edges were employed in this investigation. Data
are presc.ntcdfor 29 of those wings; the others exhibited the
same propmties as the wings for which datti are presentd
All these wings were mado of steel with a sptin of 9 inches
and a chord of 3 inches. Originally each had an orifico
located in tho blunt traiIing edge 3j4 inches inboard from
one wing tip for measuring the base pressure. During tho
course of the investigation it was found to be desirable to
relocate each orfice to a position 2X inclms inboar(i from
the wing tip (approximate center of exposed semispan).
The fist orifice position iuvestigatwl is referred to as tho
%nboard” orifice position, and t-he relocated position is
mferred to as the “center” orifice position.

Most of the wings may be divided into two groLlps ac-
cording to the purpose for which they were intonclcd. Osm
group was employed to investigate the effects of airfoil
thickness ratio t/c and trailing-edge thickness ratio h/ton
the baa8 pressure. The profilos, dimensions, and tlmmethod
of identifying these wings am shown in pmt A of table I.
Thq am hereafter referred to as the “thickness group.”
The ridge lines on threo of tht+sewings were rounded during
the course of the investigation. In the figures, wings with
rounded ridge Iinos are designated by ‘{(R)” aftw the wing
identification number.

Tho sccoud group of wings was employed to investigate
the variation of base pressure with the boat tail angle I?.
The profhl dinmnsions, nnd identifying symbols of wings
in this group are shown in part B of table I. Tlmy will be
referred to as the ‘%oattail group.”

TIw surfaces of all tho wings were originally grouncl find
polished to approximately a 10-nticroinch root-mean-square
surface. However, during the course of tbo investigation
thd wings became scratched from handling and from small
foreign particles in the wind tunnels. In addition, al] the
wings were modified rstleast once during the investigation.
From time to time various wiugs were poliakl h restore
the surface finish ta approximately its original smoothes.
However, it was obvious that all the tests were not made

on wings with tho sanmclegrccof surface finish. Consequently
near tho end of the invdgation thu surfuce rougln.wssof
all the wings wus measured. Selectcd scgmrmts of tho
resulting tra.cc records arc shown in Ilguro 1. ‘lb trace
shown in figure 1 (a) is typical of most of tlm snrfaco of all
tho wings. That Wown in figure 1 (b) is tho roughest local
segment of surface found on any wing. The traco shown in
figure 1 (c) is typical of tho random wratihos thtit wcro
found on many of the wings. *

TEST METHODS

Wing supports,—During the course of the investigatio~,
three types of wing support were employed. The support
adopted during the initial stages of t.hc invcstigation WQS
tho sting-type support. shown in f~urc 2 (a), This support
was designed from the viewpoint of minimum intwfercncc,
but it proved to be too weak for tho starting loads in tho
No. 2 wind tunnel. A stronger support was Lhen adophul
whic~ utilized a 25-caliber ogive-cylinder body, This body
was provided with two bt crchimgmblo nose sccL.ions of
diffe.rent lengths so that Lhc effect of the position of L11O
bow wave relative to iho wing COUMLrcobserved. The
shorter length support is termed tho “short body No, 1“
(~. 2 (b)), and the longer length support is termed tho
‘qong body No. 1.” The diameter of each body \yas0.75
“inch,and the nose was located 5% and 12 diameters, rcspcc-
tively, upst.reamof the wing leading edge. Unfortunni dy,

Table I

Dimensions of the Wings Employed
In the investigation

A The Thickness Group

L=--J ‘
Wing l- o

?y
@~~ far all wings

In this group
i’ka,l M+

1 Whg F&Mm of
Desfgnatian Ma%.Jgckness

~C#
Airfoil Section

-. u

10-0.25 0.572 5.00°

10+50 .667 4.28”

1*0.75 .8CXI 3.58°

I 10-1.00 I I.000 I -287° I ~

t ‘75-0.25 ] .572 t 3.75” I ~, I 1

I 75-C150 .667 322”
I 1 1

75-C175 .800 Zw
! 1 I

75-1.00 I ,000 -215”
I I 1

* 5-Q25 ,572 Zw
I I I

* 5-0.50 .867 2.15°

I 5-a75 I .800 I 1.78” I ~

I 5-1.00 I 1,000 I -1,43° I ~

* me ridgeIlnes cm these W~9s Were ‘ounW

during the cauree of the investigatbn
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Table L-Curcluded

& The baaitail group

I Wing I M I & I e I Airfoil section I,
F 10-0.50-20”1 0.0500

1

I 0.800

r

3-58” t—-=x?mal
L10-0.50-16” Q500 .800 ~58° ~

~ lo-a50-!r -0500 .800 358”

t [0-CMO-7.[” .0500 .800 3.58” \ ~

) 5-1.00-0” I .0500 .800 [.78” I ~
r

!

5-0.50-[6” .0250 -s00 1.78” ~

! 5-0.50-12” .0250 -s00 L78” ~

~ 5-0.50-8” .0250 .800 1.78” ~

5-0.50-36” D250 .800 I L78” I ~

I* 5-0.25-20” I .0125 .572 250” I ~

! 5-025-14” _CH25 572 I 250” I ~

! 5-0.25-11“ I .0125 .572 1 250” ~

! 5-a25-8” I .0!25 I -572 t 250- ] ~ t

‘The 5-O.25-@ group was tested with rounded ridge Iines.

this type of support also proved to be too weak and a fatigue
faihre of the afterbody occurred after considerable data had
been obtained. The design of this support vras then modi-
fied by enlarging the diameter of the afterbody as shown in
f’~es 2 (c) and 2 (d). The resulting supports are referred
to as the “short body Xo. 2“ and “long body A’o. 2.” For
most of the data the short body No. 2 was employed. A
comparison of base pressure measurements taken with the
various supports is presented in appendix A. The particular
support and orifice position used in obtaining the data pre-
.smted in each figure of this report is listed at the end of
appendix A.

Spanwise survey tube.—The spanwise variation of base
pressure was measured on several wings of the thickness
group m-iththe surf-ey tube shown in figure 2 (b). The glass
window on one side of the wind tunnel vias repIaced by a
steel pIate through which a 0.030-inch-diameter steel tube
was passed. This tube -ivas alined with a groove miIled
wross the blunt. trailing edge of the whg in a spanvrise
dirwtion. To minimize interference with the flow about
the wing, the sur~ey tube passed through the support body
and all measurements were macle along the semispan of the
wing opposite the side on which the survey tube entered the
wind tunneL

China-clay technfquei-The china-day technique sug-
gested by Richards and BurstaIl (ref. 5) and adapted to
supersonic wind-tunnel teating by GazIey (ref. 6) was used
to indicate the state of the boundary-layer flow. BasicaIly,
the techique employed was as foLlows: The surfaces of the

vri.ngsviere sprayed viith china c~ay suspended in a Glypt al

lacquer to give a thin, uniform coating. After drying, and
just before. the w-ingswere inatalled in the wind tunnel, a
wetting agent with a S1OWrate of evaporation and approxi-
mately the same index of refraction as china clay -was
sprayed over the surfaces. This wetting agent makes the
china-clay coating transparent. When the wind tunnel is
operated, the wetting agent. evaporates at a higher rate in
regions where turbulent flow exists than in laminar regions.
At. some time during this process the china-clay lacquer dries
corapletely in the turbulent regions and appeam white, while
in the lam.inarregions the lacquer remains wet (except near
the Ieading edge) and trmsparent.

The operating conditions of the two wind tunnels impose
two entirely dif&ent sets of requirements on the properties
of the wetting agent. In the No. 1 wind tunnel, the wetting
agent must remarn -wet while tie pressure is reduced to
approsimately 3 pounds per square inch absolute, the tunnel
started, and the pressure brought back up to the level
aeIecteclfor the tests. The time required for this process is
appro.xh-nately20 to 30 minutes. Upon reaching the deshed
pressure IeveI, the tunnel may be operated for as Iong as is

Afldmmsions in irxfres \

.-

(E) SUIW wfth tydcsl ronshnsss.
ib) Sarfacs with mdmmn rouxhnsss.
(c) Em&a with scratch.

FamTESI.–Typkaf recordsfII@ratfngthesurfaceroaghnsofthetrfIw rsdfcisof trwfrrg
Styhl.s-r!.omsinch.
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(*) Stingeumm
IShown with wing S-I.IXI)

(h) Short body No. 1.
(Shown with the L?m8rersesurvey probe installedon wing lM.’ZU)

FIGURE2—WrioUS suPRort#

nmwary for the tnmsition pattern to appear. In contrast,
tlio No. 2 tunnel st.urts almost instantaneously, requires
just a fmv seconds to adjust to the desired pressure level, and
ctin Iw operated for a very limited time. In addition, it was
found tlmt h stagnation temperature was so low iu the No.
2 tunnel that some wetting agents tended to freeze after
tipproximately 4 minut.cs of operation. Aft,er considerab~e
oxporimenting it was found that eugenol was a satisfactory
wottiug agent in the No. 1 wind tunnel and that a mkture of
Mf eugenol and htilf safrole gave the desired results in the
No. 2 wind tUnIlel.

Typical photographs of wings on which the china clay was
applied to smooth surfaces are shown in figure 3. The flow
is from left to right in these photographs. It is seen that the

boundary layer was Iaminar except in regions near the wing
tip, and in tho region near the wing-support juncture whero

,(C) A-16214.2

(d)

Usedhl the luw.tIg8tton.

A- 16213.2-

(c) Short body No. %
(WOWII with wlru H.MI)

(d) Lons body NO. 2
(Shown with Wim 1(I-O.L!4)

transverse contwninn tion prosuma?dy occurs. AIw, thc
boundary layer turned turbulent behind particles thut occa-
eionalIy were lodged in the china day. (See fig. 3 (a).) For
a Mach number of 3.1 an additional region of disturhancc
misted near the intersection of the wiug and t.hobody bow
wave. This intersection occurred near the muter of the
exposed scmispan for the short body support (fig. 3 (d)), and
near tho wing tip for tho long body ‘support (fig. 3 (c)),
Sirnilar photographs of wings with a boundauy-layer trip
added show that the bounda~ Iayer turned turbuhwt a short.
distanco downstream of tho trip. (See fig. 4.)

Boundary-1ayer tnps.—k indicatc~ lJy tha c~fia-clay

photograph, it was necessary to use a boundal~-layer trip in
order to induce transition well ahmd of the trailing edge.
Photographs of three typos of trips employed aro shown in
figure 5, and a discussion of tho rosuhs obt.aincd witl) mcl~
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I . . .

, ., l$ing 10-lJM.short body X-%Z .lf~ =15. R.?- I.iXIIY.
,b) WlnE s-025(RI. short beds >-0.2 .U= -13, P4=L7X1OL

(cJ V.’III375-025~), IOU3b9dY NO. Z .~~ -3.1, R.$-Z2Xl@.
(dI WIW 5+25(R), s!kmtbcdy So. Z Y- -3.1, Re=2.ZXIOL

FKC’RZ z—TwIc81 chbm-clayphotographsof wir@ ?MI smcath surf.+ces.

trip is presented in appendix B. For present purposes it will
suffice to state that wtch trip effected transition sat,isfactoriIy,
tmd that the corresponding base pressure measurements did
not depend appreciably on the particular trip employed.

Procedure .—TIM -iariation with Reynolds number of the
pressure acting on the blunt trailing edge of each wing was
tnewmredat nominal 31ach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0 in the IXTo.
1 wind tunnel. Mected wings were also tested at nomimd
31ach numbers of 1.5, 2.0, and 3.1 in the A-o. 2 w-id tunnel.
‘17wae base pressures viere measured rdative to the static
pressure at reference orifices in the wind-tunnel walk. Cali-
tmationruns were also made at.each Xlnch munber to deter-
mine the local tunnel-empty static pressure at the station
normally occupied by the traiI&medge of the wings relative
to these reference orifices. All the data are presented as the
ratio of the base pressure to this local tunnel-empty static
pressure.

SUPPLEMENTARY APPAEATUS FOE SCHLIEBEX OSSEBV ATIO!W

The supports preciously described made it impossible to
observe the wake behind the blunt-trailing-edge wings
through a schheren appmat us. A two-dimensional channel
protided a means of observ@ the flow in tbc vicinity of the
trailing edge. The chmmel (shown in fig. 6) consisted e%
sentially of two vertical fiat plates between which a“irfoil
models could be mounted horizontally. The plates were
suspended in the test section of the wind t.unnel in such a
manner that the boundary layer on each side walI of the
tunnel passed between the plate tind the tunneI wall. The
models were mounted betweeu turntables in the plates so
that the angle of attack could be varied. Optical glass
windows were provided in these turntables and in the
tidtunne~ walls.

The sckdierenequipment consisted of a standard system for
visual observation, a unit for flash photography, and a
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—. ‘

(a) Whu77.6-0.S0,short body No. Z Mm -1.S, Re=l.IXlOL
(b) Wing 7.!!-0.75,short body No. 2; Ma -M, Ru-1.lXIOfi.

FKWEE 4.-Typical ohina-olayphotograph of wings with wire trip%

self-synchronizing stroboscopic schlieren unit similar to
that described in reference 7. This Iatt,er unit will make
my periodic fluc~uat.ionsin the flow field covered by the
sc.hlicre.napparatus appear stdionary if the frequency is
less than about 1,600 cycles pm second. A photoelectric
cdl pick-up contained in this unit responds to fluctuations
up LO80,000 cycles per second, nnd, therefore, an oscilloscope
was employed in conjunction with this unit so that fre-
quetwiw above. 1,600 cycks could be measured, although not
“stopped” on the sc.hliercnviewing screen.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since prcviom meawnwmentson boclies of revolution have
shown a mmkcd cliffercucc between the. base pressure
&wacteristic9 for turbulcnt flow in the boundary layer as
comptired to lamirmr flow, it might be expected that a
similar di.tlerencc also would exist on blunt-traiIing-edge
wings. It will.bccomo ovidc~.t subsequently that this is the
case. Bocausc of such differences, it is advantageous to
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-Supports for boundary-layer plates
/’

FUIOEX6.-The Two dfmedond clxwmelsmploti f- schllken ok?rYatloIM.

present and discuss the results obtained with turbulent flow
~epmately from the reedts obtained with laminar flow.

EE9ULTS OBTAIXSD ~~H BOUXD.4RY-LAY~ T’BIP OX WING SIIRFAC=
I TURBLIIENT BOUN~ARY LAYER)

Spanwiae variation of base pressure for turbulent flow.—
Inasmuch as the present measurements were made on finite-
span Kings, it is necessar~ to determine the spanwise ~aria-
tion of base pr=sure in order to estimate the degree to which
the indiriduaI prwsmre measurements represent the actual
base drag of a given wing. By using the surrey tube described
earlier, the base pressure was measured at -mrious positions
alo~~ one semispan on several wingg of the thickness group
at Jhwh numbers of 1.5 and 2.o. The resuIts, presented in
figure 7, show a large -rariation of base pressurein the vicinity
of the tip, and a smaller variation inboard of the tip region.
The large variations near the tip are believed to be associated
with vortictx. OIMmvations on W@ 10–1.00 with the vapor-
screrm technique (described by Allen and Perkins in ref. S)
indicat~cl that at zero Iift two small ~ortices were shed near
the tip cornm of the trailing edge. These two ~ortices were
located in a plane perpendicular to the chord plane and
partdlel to the free-stream direction. The ~ariat.ion of base

pressure obsened in several cases at extreme inboard loca-
tions is belie~ed to be associated primarily with the dis-
turbance to the boundary-layer flow oriatiat ing at the wing-”
body juncture. Because of the large mriat ions near the tip,
it mi@t be expected that spanwise variations of base pressure
for Iovi-aspect-ratio wings would preclude an accurate wti-
mate of the base dr~- from measurements of base pressure at
one spanwise station. For the wings of the present inv&ti-
gation, however, the average pressure act~~ over the base is
closely approximated by the pressure at the midspan of the
w~~. Consequently, the measurements of base pressure
presented in the section which toIIowawere taken with the
orifice located at the center of the esposed semispan.

Correlation of data for the thickness group with turbnIent
-----

fLOW,-.+ plot of the ratio pJp. a.winst the pammet~
cflh (Re)ll~] is presented in figure S for the 12 wings of the
thickness group. This pw-ameter is approximately propor-
tional to the ratio of turhuknt boundary-layer thic.kn- to
trailing-edge thickness. The data for .31- =1.5 and .iU~=
2.0 W-eretaken in the A-o. 1 wind tunnel at a Re-ynol& num-
ber of 1.7X106, and the data for .11. =3.1 were taken in
the N-o. 2 wind tunneI at a Reynolds number of 2.6X 10g.
For each 31ach number the scatter of the measuiemenk
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representing the base pressure for turbulent flow is sti-
ciently small so that with reasomible accuracy a single
corrcIntion curve can be drawn through the data for 811
wings of this group.

At fi~ach rmmbers of 1.5 and 2.o it was possible to test
many of the wings of the thicdmoss group in both wind
tunnels. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the fuired curves
for ill’. = 1.5 and JZ. =2.0 which represent the measure-
ments described above with similar measurements obtained
at higher Reynolds numbers in the NTO.2 wind tunnel. It
a.ppctirathat the correlation curves determined from tests

I
1.2

to
1) Wing No.

.8 0 10-~25
A IO-LOO

.6

.4

.2

(a)

o

1.0

.8( Mfng Na

O 10+25
A 10-1.00

S
.6

& .4
~ ~ — ~ w

.2

(b)

O J ,2 ,3 .4 ,5 ,6 .7 .8 ,9 1.0
(f3istonceinboaid of tip) /(exposed semlspctn)

(a) Mm -M Re-1.bxlv.
(b) Mm -2.0; Ru-L7x1OL

Fmum 7.-Span!rSse vq!atfon of kasepressurefor turbtdrnt boundary-layerflow.

with a trip at Re= 1.7X 10° also apply at least up to the
highest Reynolds numbers of the present tests. In addition,
it is seen from figure 9 (b] that the correlation curve for
ill= =2.o applies with fair accuracy to the data obtained
without a trip a~ a Re~-noIds number of 3.5X106. In this
case natural transition evidently occurs somewhere along
the smooth surface upstream of the trailing edge.

The small difference between the measurements taken at
Rti=3.5 x 105 with tind without a boundary-Iayer trip, and
rdso the small siopes of the correlation curves for Ma= 1.5
and ilfm = 2.o, indicate that the effect of Reynolds number
on base pressure is small for tmlmIent.boundary-layer flow.
Even though the slope of the correlation curve for M-=3.1
is sizabIe, the effect of Reynolds number is relatively smalI
since the abscissa involes the fifth root of the Reynolds
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.8

.6
&
b .

.4
+A u

.2

(b)

o

.AMWSI
(8) Mm =1.& Rc=l.7x1W
(%) Mm -2.0; Re-1.7xloL
(c) M- -S.1; Re-2.6X10J.

QQmma—~ prwsum mmmrremcntson the thicknessgroup of ~inss with turhlcnt
Eow.

.8
~- FOked curve of fq8 (a);

1 wire trip, I?e =1.7x10G
/‘

f
.6

A I

G ,4
u m o ]-

#Lfv.lo i!5 5

.2
M= 0,25 0 all?) c(R)

0,50 ❑ m =@)

(4
0.75 0 0 ●

LOOA AA
o

Lo
I I

.8
~-Falred we of fig8 (b)]
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number. The fact that at a given 31ach number one cor-
relation curve appliee to aII wings of the thickness group
indicates that for a given boundary-layx thickness and
trailing-edge thickness the base pressure is insensitive to
moderate chtmges in profle shape upstream of the tra@=
edge.

Effect of boattail angle for turbulent flow.+ince t-he
variations in profiIe shape between the diflerent wingg of
the thichms group did not invohre Imge variations in boat-
tail angie, it was thought desirabIe to measure the base
pressure on a separate group of wings. The boattail group
of wings was used for this purpose M this group contains
three sets of profiles with a fixed trailing-edge thickn- but

ffEEH
‘2 O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 K 18 20

Boattail angle, ~, deg

[W .\I= -1 ~ P4- lJxIC#; h/c-O.0125,
~hl .\f= -2.& Rc_l.ixlOt; ~e=O.05.

FIGUEE fO.—FXwt Of bosltaII eL@ oa ?JUSSpmsn.re wfth tnrbdent flow.

with boattaiI angles ranging from 0° to 20°. A plot of
btwe pressure against boattail angle is shown in figure 10.
Included in this figure we se-iemd measurements from the
thickness group pIotted at their respective boat taiI angks.
The effect of boat taiI angIe on base pressure for the tw
cases shown, nameIy, L/c=0.05 and h/c= O.0125, is seen to
he small for turbukmt boundary~ayer flNV. This result
81s0applies to the intermediatee case, h/c= 0.025, not shown
in figure 10.

Effect of angle of attack for turbulent flow.-.llI measure
ments described up to this point vmre taken m-ith the wi%ws
set at zero angIe of attack. .* plot of the base pressure
against angIe of attack for a number of wings of the thich=~
group k presented in figure 11. & J1ach numbers of 1.5
and 3.1 there is seen to be only smalI effects of @e of attack
on the base pressure -within the angle range up to 5.0°.
Similar results were found at a >Iach number of 2.0.

2724 S3—!5674

RESULTS OBTMKED WITH SMOOTH SURF.4CES
CLA31LXAR BOUXDAEY LAYEE)

Spanwise variation of base pressure for Iatir flow, —
The results of a spanwisa survey of base pressure on two
wings tested with smooth surfaces at .Ifm= 1.5 are presented
in figure 12. On wing 10–1.00 the base pressure near the
wing tip varies in much the same manner as for the wise of
turbulent bounda~-layer flow (fig. 7). Over the midportion
and inboard portion of the sernispan,however, the bwsepres+

6
1 1
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~ .3
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.1 Wmg Na Wing Na _

(a) ● 5-W5(R) u 10-050
+ 5475 A 10-[.00
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.4’~

fi .3 ,
4

t

4
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.1

M

0.51QL5 20253035404550
hcjlc of attack, a, deg

(a) Mm -1* Rc-1.oxlw.
(b} .Mm-3.1; fi-!L3Xl@.

FIGUM IL-Eflect of &ugIeof attack on bzse pressure for turbulent Eow on the thIckne!d
grollp Ofwfngs.

.-

sure is nearly constant. On wing 5-0.50 (R), which has a
relatively thin trailing edge, base pressure variations near the
tip are confined to a smaller portion of the span than on wing
10–1.00, but additional smallvariations appear near the wing-
body juncture v-hich are beheved to btidue to transverse con-
tamination. (See, for exampIe, the china-day photograph
in fig. 3 (b).) As was done for the case of turbulent boundary-
layer flow, metisurernentsof base pressure presented in the
section which foIIows were taken with an orifice Iocated at
the center of the exposed semispan. Some similar measure-
ments with the inboarcl orifice are presented in appendix ~.

Correlation of data of thickness group for laminar flow,—
A plot of base pressure against the parameter c/[h(R/)}*],
which is approtimateIy proportional to the ratio of laminar
l]oundary-Iayer thickness to trailing+dge thickness, is shown
in figure 13 for various wings of the thickness group tested
with smooth surfaces at .l~m=3.1. These data were ob-
tained at Re = 2.0 X 106 (the lowest value obtainable at this
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hlach munber), and are believed to represent laminar flow
to tho trailing edge in view of the china-clay indications. At
this ReynoIds number, however, transition nmy occur intcr-
mitt.ontlyupstream of tho trailingedge, thereby placing these
datrt partially in the transition region. The few memure-

I.o

.
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&6 -#- “ ~ - =5 ,
~

,4-

.2

0 J .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 I.o

I

(oiskmce Inboord of lip)/(expose.d semispon)

FIIJURE1::.—Spsnwle3variation of besepressurefor lambmr betmdsrr-lsyer flow’; .M~ - 1.S-
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wingN&
Fm

.4
0 [0-0.75
A IO- LOO

1
0 7.5-O.25(R)

.2
❑ 15-CL50

t ● 5- O.25(R)
■ 5-~50(R)

o .02 .04 .06 .08 .[0 .12 .14 .16 .18 .20

Fk UICM18.—Bwe prm!ruremeemrements on winm of the thickness group with leminm
flow; .tfm -xl, Rc-zoxlor.

xmmts taken at this Nfach number ahow a considerable in-
crease in btise pressure as 8/h increases.

At ilf~ =2.o measurements were taken on all wings of the
thickness group in the range of Reynolds numbers .betwcen
0.2 x 106and 1.7X106. The resuhs for the three thickness
ratios investigated are plottd in figure 14. They show that
in till cases pB/pminc.rcaseswith increasing ~lh irrespective
of ~.irfoil thickness, t,raiIing-edgethickness, Reynolds num-
lwr, or boattail angle (within the limited range —2.9°< P< 5°
covcrcd by tho thickrmss group). A compmiscm of tho
measurements for each thickness ratio with the faimd curve
rtqmxwnting the avcrago for all tluw thickness ratios shows
a snndl but consistent effect of thicknessratio; the base prLw-
sure at. a given valuo of c/[h(Re)”] is slightly lower for the
thinner wings. This may be due to a tip-relieving effect as-
sociated with tho fiuite span of the wings, since the span to
bas+height ratio varied frcnn 15 (for wing 10-1.00) to 120
(for wing 5+25); or it may be due to some efTcct on thu
boumIalT layer which itself depends on riirfoil-thickucssratio.

. .8
‘~Meon curve for u[[ wings

.6
Pb

~
,4

Wing No.
O 10-0.25

,2 ❑ 10-0.50
(o) o 10–0.75

A 10- 1.00

I
.8 ~ I-=+”

I
\ I
~Meon curve for oli wings

T!lTEEIm
(b) o 7.5– 0,75

a 7.5— LOO
o

.8 I
~Meon curve for all wings

.6 —
~

40.4

f Wing No.
o 5–O.25(R)

.2 - ❑ 5– 0.50(R)
(c] o 5—0.75

A 5– 1.00

0 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16 .18 .20

(s) t/c-o.lo.
(b) 4c-o.oi5.
(c) t/c-o#O!L

F1auEE 14.—Basepressure‘measurementson the thlcknesegroup of wfnss with ]amfnsr
now; M= -2.0.

Base pressuremeasurements on etich wing of t.hothickness
group IIIWwere taken at fif~ = 1.5 over the Reynolds num-
ber range between 0.2x106 and 1.7x106. As is ovidrnt from
figure 15, the results for all wings htiving t/c= 0.10 or 0.075,
and for some of the wings huving t/c= 0.05, conform WC]]
with each other and with the trend dcscribcd alxw for
ilf==2.(S and flf~ =3.1. For the. two wings with thr thin-
nest trailing edges (wings 5-0,25 (R) and 5-4.50 (Rj j, liow-
ever, the Imse pressure is much 10WWat certain Reynokis
numbers thtm would be expected on the bm.isof the uvwago
curve for the other wings. The I.mseprrssurc data for wings
5-0.25 (R) and 5-0.50 (R) conform with tho nmin Imdy of
datti ouly ritReynolds nu.rdwrs below about 0.5X 10fi,corrc-
spomling to values of c/[h(li?e)}*]greater than 0.12 am.10.05,
respectively, (See fig. 15 (c).) It WWIJOSCOIISUbSCqUPHtly

that these nonconforming Imsc pressures do not pmist to
angles of atttick al;:ve a fcm.dcgrcesl tind that wren at 0° tho
base prcwsuremeasurements on k thinnest wings can bc
made to cofiform with thv nmin body of data by employing
a moderato hoattail angle at the trailing odgo. As n result,
the uouconfonning datu do not ~ppcm nt proscnt to bc of
much practical importtmcc. However, it also vrilI bc seen
latar that these data aro accomprmied by scvcrrd unusual flow
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phenomena w~icli m-e of academic interest. Consequently,

mwh of the discussion which fo~ows is concerned with the
few wings which exhibit the uue.xpectedly low base pressures.

A number of supplementary tests were conducted to in-
vestigate the nonconforming data in more detaiI. From
these tests it was observed that although the base pressure
measurements on wing 5-0.25 (R) repeated reasonably well
if the data mere taken in the order of increasing ReynoIds
number, the measurements sometimes failed to repeat if the
data were taken in the order of decreasing ReynoIds number.
This is illustrated in figure 16. The failure to repeat was
observed only at intermediate Reynolds numbers. 31eas-
Ilreruentson other wings, and the measurements at higher
llach numbers (as -iveI1as td.1measurements with turbulent.
flow), could be repeated satisfactorily. The reason for the
inability to repeat measurements taken under the speciaI
renditions just. outlined is not known. A poasibIe explana-
tion tlmt immediately suggests itself is that transition from
Iaminar to turbulent flow occurred in the boundary layer in
this Re-j-nokla number range. However, the china+ lay
pattern in figure 3 (b) shows that the boundary layer m-as
htminar to the traihng edge of wing 5-0.25 (R) at a Reynokls
number of 1.7X106. At the time this photograph was made,

a sindar pa ttern existed on the opposite surface of the wing.
During this run, nonconforming base pressures were meas-
ured at aLlReynoIds numbers above about 0.5X106, just as
was the case for the runs (fig. 16 (a)) made tithout the china
clay applied to the surfaces.

SuppIementmy tests also showed that the phenomenon
responsible for the,nonconforming (unexpectedly low) base
pressures is not associated with a rounded ridge Iine. In
fact, the ridge Iines on wings 5-0.25, 5-0.50, and 7..5-0.25
were rounded during the course of the investigation in an
attempt to alleviate this phenomenon. Nfeasurementa on
these three wings showed that at fill Reynolds numbers the
effect of rounding the ridge line was of the same order as the
diflereuces in repeat runs on a giren wing. In addition, it
was found that the few- nonconforming measurements were
not associated with the center orifice position or with any
one support, since the data” for the inboard ofice position

and three different supports (discussed in appendLx A)
showed the same unexpectedly low values of Pb/PO#,and in
some cases showed them over a wider Reynohia number
range than indicated in figure 15 (c). The phenomenon may
be aggravated by support and modeI vibrations, however,
since the sting support indicated low vahws of PO/& e’n+nat
the lower Reynolds numbers (0.2<Re X 10-6< 05) where the
measurements taken with the more rigid body supports
ahvays correlated with the main body of data.

Effect of boattail angle for Iaminar tlow.-In @ure 17,
base pressure measurements on wings of both the boat tail
and thickness groups tested with smooth surfaces are plotted
as a function of the boattaiI angle. For each curve the
ReynoIds number, support, orifice position, and trailing-edge
thickness is constant. At a llach number of 2.0 the curves

1.0 I I 1 I
Mean curve for all wirtgs-- .
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x / ‘
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.2 D DecreasingReynoldsno.
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Ma -15.
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in figure 17 (a) indicate thah in contrast to the results for
turbulent flow (fig. 10), there are signitic.anteffects of boat-
tail angle on base pressures -when the boundary layer is
laminm. The nl~ximum variation between ~=0° and
13=200 wouId resul~ in a base drag variation of approxi-
mately 20 percent,. SimiIar results with smooth winga were
found at this Efac.h number for trailing+xlge thicknesses
corresponding to h/c= O.0375 and h/c= O.025.

For a klach number of 1.5, a trading+dge thickness cor-
responding to h/c= O.0125, and ReynoIds numbers above
about 0.5 X106, much Iarger variations in ~b/pmwith p were
found, as illustrated in figure 17 (b). In this case the max-
imum variation is such that the base drag for ~= 5° is ap-
proximately one-haIf that for S=2.5°. It k of interwt here
to note that at a hlach number of 1.5 the oflects of boattail
angle are the Iargast for the same conditions under which the
nonconforming values of base pressure are most prominent,
namely, for wing 5-0.25 (R), smaJIboattail angIes,and Rey-
nolds numbers above 0.5X 106. SimiIarly, under conditions
where the base pressure measurements on wing 5-0.25 (R)
correlated with the main bodtyof data, namely, for Reynolds
mnnbers beIow about 0,5X106, the corresponding effects of
boat.taiIangIe were the smallest, as shown by the curve for
Re=0,3 X 106 in figure 17 (b), This suggests that Lhelarge
effects of boat tail angIe may be interconnected with the
mechanism responsible for the unexpectedly low base pres-
.slmes. In view of this, the fairing of Lhecurves in figure 17
(b) between ~=2.5° and ~=8° is very uncertain. The true
curve may he discontinuous in this range.

Effect of angle of attack for lmninar flow.-Curvea of base
pressure versus angle of attack for wings of the thickness
group tmhcd with smooth surfaces at .ll~ =2.0 are shown
in figure 18. For most winga there is little effect of angIe of

Lo,~ ,.-.,
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FIGURE 18.—EffeLtof angle of attack on hau prwame far W1CW6of ChcthIckum grvup w!UI
laminar flow; .Vm -20, Re. Lox 10J.

attack within the range invostigatcd (just as is the case for
tnrbulent boundary-layer ffow). For wings 10--0.25 and
6-0.25 (R), there is a larger decrease in Imse pressuro with
increas~ angIe of attack thtin for the other wings. The
same result wtis found for wing 7.5-0,25 (R). ‘1’hc LMSO
pressure “measurementsin figure 18 were all tukcn at a con-
stant ReynoIcIs number of 1.0X 106. Simihtr moasumments
for K =2.0 at ReynoIds numbers of 0.55X106 and 1.4X 106
showed the same chmacteristics.

h coiii~arison to the curves just described, tho curves of
base pressure versus angle of attticli at ~lf~= 1.5 and RP=
1.0 X108 (fig. 19) are quite similar for wings haying reltitively
t.hick tra.jliug edges (see fig. 19 (a)), but remarkably ds-
similar for the two wings htiving the thinnest trailing edges.
(See fig. 19 (b).) In the Ihtter case, the base pressure in-
creasesabost discontinuously when a certain angle of athwk
is reached. S&Iieren olxmrvaLionson a ground glass screen
indicated that in certain cases the flow changed virtually
instantaneously. Beyond the angle whero y,/y~ suddenly
increased, Lhelmse pressure chtmgcd COULiIl(IousIy, but not
to a large mtsnt. Base pressure measurements on wings
with reIztiveIy thick trding edges tcsted aL Rc = 0.55X 10°
and Re= 1.9X106 showed [ho same clmmcleristice as those
illustrated in figure 19 (a) for Re= 1.OX 106. SimiIar meas-
urements on wings with t.hot.hinnwt trailing edges, howowx,
showed that the curves of base pressure ~ersus angle of
attack depended to a great a..tent on the RoynoIds number.
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This is illustrated in figure 20. Such measurements also
revealed a hysteresis effect associated with changing angIe
of attack. Significant hysteresi-stiects were found only at
.IL = 1.5 on the wings having the thinnest trailing edges,
namely, wings 5-0.25 (R), 7.5-0-25 (R), and 5-0.50 (R).
Two types of hysteresis -were observed. As illustrated in
figure 21, these could be distinguished by whether or not the
base pressure at cs=~” was repeated after the angle of attack
was increased to 5° and then brought back to OO. Either
type of hysteresis loop demonstrates that for special angles
of attack two distinct flows are possible, both of which are
stable to small -mriations in angIe of attack.

[n figure 22 two curves of pJp~ versus a are compared for
wing 5-0.25 (R). Each curve is for Re= 1.3X106 and
.11.=1.5, but one represents the smooth wing and the
other the same wing -with a wire trip added. It is evident
that the Unexpectedly low values of ~0/pmare not the same
as the values fort urbulent flow approaching the trading edge.
AL Re= 1.7X108, ho~ever, the Taluee of Pbh= USU~@ ~ere

reasonably close to the corresponding -ialues for turbuIent
flow, in spite of the fact that china-clay photographs, such
as shown in figure 3 (b) indicated the boundary Iayer to be
huninar at least up to the trailing edge. A possibIe ex-
p~anationzof this and the unexpectedly low base pressmw is
that transition in these cases may have occurred in the
separated boundary layer immediately do-ivnstream of the
trailing edge.

z‘rbIsmsswesaedby H. L. Drydem
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Curves of base pressure versus angIe of attack for several
5-percent-thi& wings of the boattaiI group tested with
smooth surfaces a~ Jf- = 1.5 are shown in figure 23. ~ese
curves show that the discontinuous jump in base presstie”
(and presumably the attendant. tmgle+f-attack hysteresis)
does not occur for boathd angles between 5° and 20°. From
this rmdt it.maybe inferred that for wings with thin traiIing
edges tested at JI _ =1.5, the unnsuaI effects of angle of
attack are probabIy attribut nbIe to the same mechanism
that is rmponsibIe for the Iarge effects of boattail angle ob-
served for values of 13between 2.5° and 5“.

The effect of 31ach number on base prwwre at a constant
Reynolds number is ilhrs.tratedby the curves in iigure 24.
For wing 10-0.25, shown in part (a) of this figure, only a
small effect of llach number on base pressure is evident.
For wing 5-025 (R) (6g. 24 (b)), which has a thinner trailing
edge, a large effect is present indicating the unexpectedly lo%
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I.Msepressure to be more prevalent at low supersonic hlach
nl~mbersthan at K =1,5 or higher. This same trend was
found with wing 5-0.50 (R) on which nonconforming base
pressures (Pbh?m = 0.5 at d] Re2 0.4 X106) were meas~ed

at M. =1.25 for all angles of attack up to the maximum
investigated (a=5°). As is evident in figura 24 (a), wfng
10-0.25, al~hough having the same trailing-edge thickness =
wing 5-0.50 (R), did not albit the UnSXPCC~~Y10w bme
pressures at ill. =1.25. This may be due to tie effect of
boattail angle; on wing 10-0.25 the boattail angle is 5°,
whereas on wing 5-0.50 (R) it is 2.15°.

SeveraI of the e.fkts described previously are deo evident
On a p~Ot Of pb/p. Temus the parameter d[~(~e)l’% ~

shown in figure 25. This figure illustrates the conditions
under which the base pressuremeasurements on wing 5-0.25
(R) correlated with the main body of measurements at
J1- =1.5. These conditions are: either (1) sticiently low
Reynolds numbem, or, (2) proper boattad angle, or (3)

moderate angle of attack. It appears Lhuttho nonconfornl-
ing base pressurw are characteristic of a combination of low
supersonic hiach numbers, thin trailing edges, ccrt.ain boat-
tail angIes, limited angle-of-attack range, and a certuin
Reynolds number range, The unexpectedly low values of
Pbff% are nOt characteristic of any one of these individual
items taken by itself. ‘

For all wings described thus far tlm trailing edge was
normal to the chord Iine. It was thcmghLthat the angle of
inclination between the tmiling edge and chord line mighL
have an important effect on the nonconforming base pres-
sures. A Iimiti number of measurements were taken al
K =1.5 on one wing having t/c= O.048 and h/t=O.19 with
the troiling edge progressively beveled so that it mado an
angIe @ of 0°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 40°, and 45°, with
the,normal to the chord line. Only a moderate decL of the
bevel angle # on base pressure was noted in thesc measure-
ments. In some cases the base pressure was loworcd
slightly, as illustrated by the curve for += 15° in figure 26,
whereas in other oases it was increased, as illustrated by t.hc
curve for 4=25°. k no case did Lhomeasurements with rt
beveled trailing edge aL the highest ReynoIda numbeni com-
pletely conform with the main body of data.

SCHLIEREN OSSERVA?TONS ON SMOOTH AIRFOILS IN A
TWO-DIMENSIONAL CHANNSL

By employing the apparatus showm in figuro 6, schlicrcn
observations wero made at illm= 1.5 simuItmmOusIywith
base pressure measurements on Lw’osmooth nirfoik having
profiles as illustrated in figure 27; one with t/c=h/c=O.035
and c=4.00 inches, and the other with t/c=h-/c= 0.020 and
c=5.00 inchm At certain Reynolds numbcra the Imsc

Lo

.8
—--Mean curve far

all wings

3

.6 /
----

a .4
Wing Na

—--5 -0.2~R)i a _ 0“
.2 0 5-0.25-5’; a ~ 0°

❑ 5- Q25(R); a ‘3”

o .02 .04 .06 .08 ,10 .12 .14 .[6 .[8 .20

F~auw 25.+%rrdntion of baee prewuru rncasurementson two S+xreent-thfck wlneJ at
.Wm-1.5.

Angle of attack, a, deg

FIOURXaL—Effmt of Mm! mgle on beee pressurefor a wfng with eruoathEurfuccbtested
at M-= 1.6and iU-O.lJXIOl
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pressure measurements on these airfoils at Yarious angles
of attack showed the same sudden jump in base pressure
ami the same attendant hysteresis effects as were described
previously. F~re 28 shows flash schlieren photographs
of the 3.5-percent-thick airfoil which iUustrate the various
types of wakes observed. An interest~~ feature of these
photograph is that in some cases there appea~ to be a “vor-

~c -i
FUiLTBEz7.-.4iIfoil profile employed for whlieren obemotlmm.

tex street. Such a street is faintly visible in @e 28 (a).
These vortices were observed only a~ angles of attack from
zero up to the -iaIue at which the base pressure suddenly
jumped. At this point the wake changed to a type in~oIving
disturbances but no pronounced vortex traiI (e. g., &.
28 (b)). For most of the schlieren photographs in which
vortices were obser~ed, the spacing was less regdar than
shown in tigure 2S (a), indicating that the shedding was not
entirely periodic. (See fig. 28 (c).) ~e~ertheIess, in these
cases a predominant frequency usually could be detected
on the oscilloscope. .& the highest Reynolds numbers,
the wake did not show pronounced vortices, but appeared
to spread continousIy downstream of the trail@ shock
wave. (See tig. 23 (d).) Unfortunately, the location of
transition is not known for the various types of wakes
illustrated in this figure. The obser~ation that the non-

(S)a-o’,iw-osxlm (b) Q-5”, Rt-OdXIIY
(NPC9 -lM~) till. =0.M

[Ei a-Oa, &- L2XIOJ (d) a-o”, R4.20XU.Y
(J%fp. -o3m (n/B. -0.49s)

Note: hrovm point to disturbance erktfng between UUUW1we.ils and boundary-layer
pkues. These df$turlmneesare mt d 9L@&aQm to the Em dwut the modeI.

FIG=x ‘2S.-TypfcaI schlferenphotographs fors Mtwh nmrnkecof 1.5.

conforming base pressure measurements were more prevaknt
at the lovwr supersonic Mach numbers (1.25 and 1.5),
taken together with the observation that the nonconforming
measurements were associated with a vortex trail, suggests
that the phenomenon actually may be a carry-over from
the well-know phenomenon of -rortex shedding at sub-
SOm-Cspeeds which is pronounced for profiles of the type
investigated here.

By using the oscilloscope and auxiliary apparatus described
earIier, the predominant frequency of vortex shedding from
the 2-percent-thick airfoil was found to vary only slightly
with Reynolds number. The measured vrdueswere between “”
7 x 10* and S x 10* cps. This frequency range corresponds to
Strcnhl numbers (jh/lr=) between about 0.43 and 0.48.
For comparism, the Strouhal number was estimated from
severaI schIieren photographs by assuming that each vortex
traveled downstream with the free-stream velocity. The
StrouhaI rm.mberestimated from figure 28 (a), for exampIe,
is 0.57. This is in reasonable agreement m“th the measured
vaIues considering the fact, that the vortices traveL down-
stream at a velocity somewhat less than the fre~tream
velocity. It is intcresting that for those cases where a
regular vortex street was observed in the present teats at
supersonic velocities, the reIative sparing between vortices
(ratio of vertical spacing to horizontal spacing) was approxi-
mately the same as for subsonic velocities, but the %rouhtd
number based on traihg-edge thickness -was about twice
as great.

cOMPARISONOFMISIiiTS WITH THEOBETICM E3TIMAT= AND WITH
SIMILAl? MEASUREMENTS ON EODB OF EEV OLUTIOX

Although no theory has yet been deveIoped which con-
siders all known variables that affect base pressure, Cope
(ref. 9) and Kurz’iveg (ref. 10) have advanced approximate
analyses -wKlchpredict a ~ariation of base pressure with the
boundary-la~-er thickness. Cope’s equations were given
explicitly only for a-xiaIly symmetric flow, but the corre-
sponding equations for tvrodimensional flow are easily
derived. .-i comparison of the calculated vahws with the
present e.weriments at a lIach number of 2.o showed poor
agreement. In fact, for both laminar and turbuIent flow,
Cope’s analysis predicts a thrust force on the base for most
of the raqge of values of 3/h covered in the present tests.
Kurzweg’s equations, vrtich @ve the same base pressure for
a“wfoilsas for bodies of revolution, also do not yield satis-
factory resuhs when applied to airfoils. The calculated
values at a llach number of 2.0 from Kurmreg’s equation
represent base drags of approfiately one-haIf the experi-
mental dues for turbtient flow, tind about two to three
times the correspofli values for laminar flow.

By way of compatin Mth s~iIar measurements on
bodies of revolution, it may be noted that the etlect of
Re~olds number on base preesure, as indicated by the
present tests, is much the same for airfoils as has already
been found for bodies: It is small for turbulent flow, but
large for laminar flow (partictiarly at IOWReynolds num-
bers). On the other hand, the @ect of boattail angle on
base pressure for turbulent flow at IOTVsupersonic hlach
numbers is remarhbIy dtierent for ahfoila than for bodies:
It is small for airfofis, but large for bodies of revolution.
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With turbulent boundary-layer flow the base pressure is
much lower for airfoils than for bodies at low supersonic
Mach numbers, but appears to be more nearly the same for
airfoils and bodies at high supersonic Mach numbers.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

From an engineering viewpoint the print.ipaI practical
results of the present investigation can bo presented in two

100 .. . . .. . . . ... . . ...’. .-
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~ —
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~ ~
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FIOWREZ&-summary of fnbxl cnrws ropresmtlng 8verage base prwurr for d] wlnga of
thv thfdrnesdf!lVUp.

plots giving the various mean curves of baso premurc wnws
c/[h(Re) Ifa] and c/[h(Re)Xn]. For convenience such curves
are shown together in fgure 29. The curves for turbulent
flow (fig. 29 (a)) represent average values for the two orifice
positions tested. The curves for lamimw flow arc the sanm
as those shown in figures 14 and 15. Bccauso tho data

for laminar flow at Af . =3.1 may be pnrtially in the transi-
tion region, the indicated values of baso pressure may bc a
little too low for this particular lfach number.

In gqneral, the effects of auglc of attack, bonttail angle,
. and profile shape on bam pressure appew to l.Mclosely tied
together in the sense that wheu onc effect is small the otlNW
two arc smaII,and when one effect is large the othm two nlso
are large. Thus, with turbulent flow all effects were smali,
With laminar flow all IA.receffects on bam pressure rem
moderate for most cases, but all three m-melnrgc for the
special conditions associated with the nonconforming dntn.

A large pnrt of the present.investigation has been conccrmd
witi the few wings and specitd conditions under which the
measured base pressures did not. conform with the main
body of data for laminar floJv. Such special comiitione,
together wiLh the attendant vortex traiI and sudden jump
@ base prmsure, appear h bc primarily of academic inLercst.
It is noted that & attenLion paid to those phcnwncnn is
out of proportion to their present rclative practical vduc
inasmuch as the results showed, for exnmple, that with
turbulent boundary-layer flow no suoh plwnomcna were
present, and that alI data for turl.dent flow correlated
satisfactorily. AIso, with laminar boumlnry-layer flow such
phenomena were not observed except when all the following
condi t.ions were satisfied simultancously: low suprrsonic
lfach number, thin t.railii edge, certain ReyIwlds num}wr
range, smaII boattaiI a.ngIe,and smaIl angle of nttack,

AMESAERONAUTICAL LABORATORY

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMWTTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

lrOFFETT FIELD, CALIF., (?ct. %9, 1961.



APPENDIX A

INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF THE

As discussed earlier, strength considerations required that
several different supports be used to mount the wings in the
wind tunnels. This enabled considerable data to be obtainwl
on the dects of support interference on base pressure.

.MEASUREM~71X USING BOUNX)AEY.LAYER TRIPS I
In figure 30 base prwmre data are presented which were

obtained at. ilach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0 with the thicknw

group of wings mounted on ~arious supports in the ISo. 1

wind tunnel. ~~lth the sting support, a %-inch band of lamp-

black was emploj-ed as a boundary-laj-er trip to insure turbu-

lent flow. ‘With the short bed-j No. 1 and long body Xo. 1

supports, a 0.005-inch wire was used as a bounda~-la~er

trip. All e~erimental points shovin in figure 30 mere ob-

ttiined with the base pressure orifice in the inboard position.
sho~m for Compatin is the mean curve for the data obtained

with the systematic group of wings tested on the short body

lie. 2 with wire trips and the ori6ce at the center position.

lt can be seen thnt the base pressure was affected ord~ to a

small extent by the changes in the shape of the support bod~-

.8 I I I I I I 1 [.00 A
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Fmrm 30.-The etreet of dkWenr mpports snd oriEce pwJtfon m Ease pressure with
rurbuIentflow. I

VARIOUS SUPPOETS ON BASE PRESSURE

and the orifice iocat ion. Similar results were observed at
31ach numbers of 1.5 and 3.1.

MEASUT3EM EXITS ON SMOOTH WENG -FACES

The effect of body shape was also investigated with lam-
inar boundary layers at Mach rmmbers of 1.5, 2.0, and 3.1.
From the photographs of the chiia-clay transition pfitterns
(see fig. 3) it can be seen that a turbulent region existed on
the surfaces of the wings adjacent to the body-type supports.
Presumably this was caused by transverse contamination
originating at. the wing-body juncture. Siice the inboard
orifice position was on the boundary of this region when the
body-type supports were used, one might expect that <he
base pressure as measured at this orifice position would be

considerabl~ different for a wing mounted on the sting from

that on the same wing mounted on a body-type support.

Howe~er, the data for several representative wings shown in

@gure 31 indicate that this usually was not the case. The

only appment mriation of base pressure with support shape
occurred on wing 5-0s5. lt was found that with the sting
support at a lfach number of 1.5, unexpectedly low base pres-
sures were measured at all Reynolds numbers, instead of just
abo-re Re = 0.5X108 as was the case for other supports.

At a Slach number of 3.1, the china-clay technique indi-
cated that the shock wave originating at the nose of the

“- Mean curve for all viin@;--=
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body-typo supports interacted with the boundary layer on
the wing to produce a disturbance which was visible in the
china-clay patkm. (See ftg. 3 (d).) Since this disturbance
occurred at the spanwise station of the center orifice position
when the short body was used, the clata presented for smooth
wings at this ilfach number were obtained with the long
body. The china-clay photographs for the long body (see
fig. 3 (c)) indicate Lhat the center orifice position iEfree of
such disturbances. Although the base. pressure measure-
ments at ilf~ = 3.1 with the long and short bodies did not
differ appreciably when a trip was used, the corresponding
measurements did diflcr significantly when certain wings
were tested smooth. With the shorter body, the measured
f~ascpressure at the center orifice on wings with the thinnest
trailingedges was Iower than with the longer body, and hence
chser to the corresponding base pressure for turbulent flow.

The support and orfice position employed in obtaining the
data presented in each figure of this mporti is listed in the
table which folIows.8

—. -.—- -.. . . .=:

~

.

Orlnca
Inb3d “ Canter survey tabo

$Tkds t.abIadoee not tnclude Egares 30,81, and 3?, which WMOIUMthe data fur varkfus
supports nod orlflce posltlons.

APPENDIX B

INVESTIGATION OF VARIOUS BOUNDARY-LAYER TRIPS.

At the hi@~t tunnel pressure in the No. 1 wind tunnel,
the Reynolds number based on the 3-inch chord of the wings
was approximately 1.7 million. At this and Iower Reynolds
numbers, laminar flow would be expected over the entire
surface of the wings. This expectation was Terified by the
china-clay technique previously dcscribcd. ln order to
obtain data in the No. 1 wind tunnel with turbulent boundary
layem approaching the trailing edge of the wings, it was
necessary to induce transition by some artificial means. A
%*-inchband of salt crystals, bands of lampbIack grains of
various band widths, and a O.005-inch-diameter wire were
investigated to determine their effoctivenws as boundary-
layer trips when cemented to the surface of the wings near
tbe leading edge. Base pressure measurements were made
with each of these devices on wing 10-0.25 at a hlach number
2.0. The results are shown in figure 32. Also shown in this
tigure are data for the same wing without a boundary-layer
trip obtained in both the No. 1 and the No. 2 wind tunnels.
From observations with the chhla-clay technique, it was
concluded that the lower base pressures which were essen-
tially independent of RcynoIdE number are associated with
turlndent flow, Therefore, transition appears to have been
rompIete above a ReynoIds number of 1,4 million for aII
the trips, and above 1.0 million for some of the tiips. At
Reynolds numbers above 1.4X 10s, the base pressure for all
practical purposes was independent of the trip employed and
tigrecd very well with the data obtained at higher Reynolds
numbers without a trip in the No. 2 vrind tunnel. It can be
scon that tho variation of base pressure with Reynolds
number is not continuous for the smooth wing when tho data
from both tunnels are considered. The boundary layer is
apparently laminar at Reynolds numbers near 1.9 million
it] the No. 1 wind tunnel, but turbulent at the same Reynolds
number in the No. 2 wind tunneI. This situation is probabIy
due to the known fact that the turbulence Ievel is higher in
the No. 2 wind tunnel. However, for most of the wings
when tested smooth in the No. 2 tunnel, the curve of base
pressure versus Reynolds number was not flat, indicating

that transition usually occurred at some Rcynolds numlmr
above the minimum in the No. 2 wind tunnel.

It can be seen that tho %-inch band of Iarnpblack and the
0.005-inch wire caused transition to occur at appro.xhrmtely
the same Reynolds number. Both of these trips were ern-
ploycd to obtain data representative of turbulent flow in
the No. I wind tunnel. In general, the band of lampblark
was used with the sting support and the wire was used with
the body-type supports. This division wtis dictated by the
convenience with which the two trips coukl be installed in
conjunction with the supports.

.-
1.2—–

o smooth wing; tunhel Na. f

1.0
u smooth wing; tunnel No.2
D 3/32” solt band
O I 1/2” lampblock bond

.8 . A 3/4” Iompblock bond
L 3/8” Iampblack band

%6 IS.005m dia. wire

.4

.2

0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3,6 4.0 4,4
Reynolds Number, Re, millions

Fmum U.-The eUwt of the varIou6 boundary-layer trip on wins 10-026 at Mm -20.

At a hlach number of 3,1 the base pressure on most wings
of the thickness group was measured separately with a
O.O1O-inch-diame.t.cr wire trip and a 0.005-inch-dianmtm
wire trip. The larger wire was invc~tigatcd because china-
clay photographs indicated that at this hlach nunhr the
smaller wire effected transition onIy a short distancc up-
stream of the trailing edge (instead of shortly downstream
of the wire as was the case for the other hlach numbm).
The observed difkrencea ti base pressure, however, were
small. Thii may be seen by comparing the data nt zero
angle of attack in figure 11 (b), which were taken with a
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0.005-inchdiameter wire, with the corresponding data and
faired curve in figure 8 (c), which were taken with a O.OIO-
im+diameter wire.
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